"Nobody's Darlin', But Mine"

Chords:
- C
- C7
- G7
- E7
- G

Lyrics:
1. Sit by my side little darlin',
   And lay your head close to mine...

Chorus:
- C
- C7
- G7

2. Promise me that you will never
   Be nobody's darlin', but mine...

Verse:
- C
- C7
- G7

3. Nobody's darlin', but mine...
   Be nobody's darlin', but mine...

Chorus:
- C
- C7
- G7

End:
- C
- C7
- G7
Sweet as the flowers of springtime, you're pure as the dew on a rose. And I'd rather be some lad's darlin' than a poor girl that nobody knows. Be nobody's darlin', but mine love. Be honest, be faithful and kind. And be Promise that would never be nobody's darlin', but mine. Be nobody's darlin' but mine.